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Abstract — This paper describes our efforts in modeling and 
tracking a human agent’s situation based on their possibilities to 
perceive and act upon objects (both physical and virtual) within 
smart environments. A Situative Space Model is proposed. 
WLAN signal-strength-based situative space tracking system that 
positions objects within individual situative spaces (without 
tracking their absolute positions) distributed across multiple 
modalities like vision, audio, and touch is presented. As a proof-
of-concept, a preliminary evaluation of the tracking system was 
performed by two subjects within a living-laboratory smart home 
environment where a global tracking precision of 83.4% and a 
recall of 88.6% were obtained. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
With the advancement in ubiquitous computing and virtual 

reality technologies, everyday environments like homes, 
airports, shopping malls, etc. are on the verge of being 
transformed from purely physical environments to physical-
virtual environments [5] that are sensitive, adaptive and 
responsive to its occupants and to fulfill their immediate needs. 
Such environments are referred to as smart environments and 
are expected to be aware of its occupants and their situations. 
Modeling human situations is difficult considering the variety, 
complexity, individual differences and the dynamic nature of 
human situations. According to Gibson [4], human agents 
survive in an environment based on the information perceived 
by them and used for directing actions. This work briefly 
presents a Situative Space Model (SSM) [12] for describing a 
human agent’s situation based on their abilities to perceive and 
act upon objects (both physical and virtual) within smart 
environments. 

Tracking objects and positioning them within the situative 
spaces is a challenging task considering the inherent 
differences between physical and virtual objects [16], 
difficulties in establishing the boundaries of the different levels 
of human perception and action, and the unavailability of a 
suitable object tracking infrastructure that spans across vision, 
audio and touch modalities. Detecting human situations and 
behavior using video and audio tracking in a smart home 
environment is described in [13]. Such an approach requires 
multiple cameras and microphones, which are often considered 
intrusive on the occupant's privacy. Grocery object recognition 
using a wearable camera is described in [20]. The privacy issue 
is addressed but the recognition is restricted to ambient or static 
objects while visual tracking issues like motion and blur, 
illumination variation, etc. still remain to be solved. 
Electrooculography based eye gaze tracking [17]; object 
manipulation tracking based on passive RFID [21] and tiny 

wireless sensors [8]; accelerometer based gesture tracking [22]; 
etc. are interesting related works, but they focus on specific 
perception and/or action information channels, while we are 
interested in a general infrastructure for tracking the situative 
spaces. Localizing physical objects using received signal 
strength indicators (RSSIs) and vibration data from active 
RFID tags, complemented by sensors embedded in the 
environment to detect human behaviors is described in [15]. 
Since smart environments usually have wireless networks, 
signal-strength-based approaches for localization [1] could be 
considered advantageous (no need for additional hardware). 
We present an approach for tracking and positioning objects 
within the situative spaces using WLAN signal-strength 
measures complemented by the objects' characteristics.  

Situative space tracking is useful for facilitating situated 
interaction where information about the usage situation is 
integrated within human-computer interaction (HCI); for 
understanding and exploring the natural mapping between a 
human agent's perception and actions; for recognizing human 
activities as shown in our previous work [9]; for executing 
context-aware services [10]; and for integrating the physical 
and the virtual in mixed-reality environments [11, 16, and 5]. 
This paper is arranged as follows: section 2 describes a 
Situative Space Model and the operational definitions of its 
components; section 3 presents a WLAN signal-strength-based 
situative space tracking system including its architecture; 
section 4 presents the experimental setup, evaluation results 
and a conclusion.  

II. A SITUATIVE SPACE MODEL (SSM) 
The perspective in HCI research on smart environments is 

moving towards conceiving human beings as mobile agents in 
a dynamically changing environment populated by physical 
and virtual objects alike considering their situatedness for 
facilitating better HCI experience within such environments. 
Modeling human behavior within a smart environment using a 
situation model consisting of the environment, users, and 
activities is described in [14]. Our work (the situative space 
model [12]) focuses on capturing what a specific human agent 
can perceive and not perceive, affect and not affect at a given 
moment in time. According to psychological studies [18], 
there is a relationship between object perception and 
recognition, action understanding, and action execution. While 
perceiving and recognizing objects is important for action 
execution, the converse might also be true [19]. The SSM is 
also inspired by the proximity principle which states that 
“things that are close tend to matter; things that matter tend to 
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Figure 1. A Situative Space Model spanning across multiple modalities. 

be(come) close”. Objects (including other agents) that are 
close to a human agent have a fair chance of getting their 
attention and figure in the agent’s current cognitive processes 
and activities compared to objects at a distance.     

A. An Egocentric Perspective 
Human beings have a self-centered perspective on their 

environment before any other perspective, such as an other- 
person perspective. The world is so large and so rich in details 
that any agent with limited cognitive capacity must necessarily 
narrow its focus in some manner. Human beings have physical 
bodies that are located at a single particular place and oriented 
together with their limbs and sense organs in particular 
directions at any particular time. That gives them a natural 
primary vantage point for selecting which details and aspects 
to attend to (perception) and also gives them a focus for 
actions given their current bodily situation in the world.  

The term “egocentric” has been chosen to signal that it is 
the human body and mind of a specific human individual that 
serve as center of reference to which situation modeling is 
anchored. The term “egocentric” should not be taken as a 
synonym for “selfish” but instead as a lower-level approach 
which human agents in general are forced to adopt to perceive 
and act in the world based on their senses and cognitive 
abilities, even when working in groups and with shared goals. 

B. Components of a Situative Space Model 
Within smart environments, the classical HCI concepts of 

input and output needs to be substituted with something that 
works for both physical and virtual object manipulation. Also, 
since action is often inseparable from perception in 
performing physical activities, we propose an agent-centered 
SSM that varies continuously with the human agent’s 
movement of body and body parts, and is based on their 
perception and action possibilities. Operational definition of 
the components of this model is as follows (also refer to Fig. 
1): 
• World Space (WS): A space containing the set of all 

physical and virtual objects to be part of a specific 
situative space model. 

• Perception Space (PS): The part of the space around the 
agent that can be perceived at each moment. Perception 
space can be given a simple geometrical interpretation 
like a cone in the case of vision (refer to Fig. 1) as a rough 
approximation. Objects may occlude other objects and 
thus create (temporary) holes in the space. 

• Recognizable Set (RS): The set of objects currently 
within perception space that are within their recognition 
distances, i.e. it is possible for a human agent to recognize 
what type of objects they are.   

• Examinable Set (ES): The set of objects currently within 
perception space that are within their examination 
distances, i.e. it is possible for the human agent to not 
only recognize the objects but also their states. Normally, 
we expect the Examinable Set to be a proper subset of the 
recognizable set. 

• Action Space (AS): The part of the space around the 
agent that is currently accessible through the agent’s 

actions. Objects within this space can be directly acted on. 
The outer range limit is basically determined by the 
physical or virtual reach of the agent, but obviously 
depends qualitatively also on the type of action and the 
properties of objects involved; e.g., a reachable object 
may be too heavy to handle with outstretched arms. Since 
many actions require perception to be efficient or even 
effective at all, action space is qualitatively affected also 
by the current shape of perception space. 

• Selected Set (SS): The set of objects currently being 
physically or virtually handled (touched, gripped; or 
selected in the virtual sense) by the agent. 

• Manipulated Set (MS): The set of objects whose states 
(external as well as internal) are currently in the process 
of being changed by the agent. Normally, we expect the 
manipulated set to be a subset of the selected set. 

Human agents perceive and act not based on a single 
modality but through multiple modalities that interact with 
each other to create a unified representation of perception and 
action. This introduces a need to let the situative space model 
span across multiple modalities, but also to operationalize 
mechanisms for multimodal fusion. The situative space 
tracking system proposed in this paper will focus on tracking 
the perception space (visual and audio modality), recognizable 
set (visual modality), and action space (touch modality). The 
sensing of selected and manipulated sets using simple state 
change sensors is described in our previous work [8]. Note 
that in Fig. 1, PS (v) refers to the perception space along the 
visual domain while PS (a) refers to the perception space 
along the audio domain.  

C. Establishing the Situative Space Boundaries 
To operationalize the situative space model, mechanisms to 

establish the situative space boundaries are needed. The 
proposed model is a simplification with potential improvement 
possibilities. In addition to the type of errors that may occur 
due to imperfect modeling of the human agent’s perception and 
action possibilities, errors of the situative space model itself, 
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Figure 3. An architecture for situative space tracking within smart environments. 
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there will be errors that occur due to the imperfections of the 
technological infrastructure used for tracking the situative 
spaces. At this time the accuracy of available, feasible 
technologies is inadequate, but development in this area is 
rapid.  

III. SITUATIVE SPACE TRACKING SYSTEM 
Traditionally, physical environments contain physical 

objects, but smart environments contain objects that could 
provide virtual functionalities without compromising their 
physical utility. Such augmented physical objects are referred 
to as “smart everyday objects” (SEOs). In Fig. 2, a bathroom 
mirror is used by a human agent to view his physical 
appearance and in parallel check his day schedule (which is a 
virtual object) through a LCD display (which is a mediator [5]) 
equipped in the bathroom mirror SEO. Mediator is a common 
name given to objects (like sensors, actuators, input/output 
devices, interaction/interface devices, user interfaces, etc.) that 
mediate events between the physical and the virtual world. 
Mediators are expected to be both perceptually and cognitively 
transparent. This allows physical and virtual objects to be co-
present in time and space from a human agent’s perspective. 
Some plain physical objects (for instance, a wash basin below 
the bathroom mirror SEO) utilize their spatial co-location with 
SEOs to become an inherent part of the smart environment. 
This approach eliminates the need to augment all physical 
objects with technology and there by indirectly addresses the 
issue of scalability of SEOs in a smart environment.    

 The situative space tracking system is distributed across a 
set of SEOs and a wearable personal server [6]. The SEOs are 
equipped with ASUS WL-167g WLAN adapters and thin-

client boards for wirelessly communicating with an off-the-
shelf wireless access point (WRT54GL) and a customized 
directional antenna embedded to the personal server. The 
antenna is shielded with aluminum to make it directional. The 
personal server is expected to be a part of a human agent's 
wearable outfit, but a notebook PC is used for the initial 
prototype. Java Wireless 
Research API from Luleå 
University of 
Technology is used by 
the individual SEOs to 
calculate the WLAN 
signal strength measures 
that indicate their 
proximity with reference 
to a human agent’s body 
[1]. Since the SSM itself 
is developed based on a 
human agent’s proximity 
to surrounding objects, a 
proximity tracking 
infrastructure seems appropriate. The off-the-shelf radios 
embedded in the SEOs serve both as an object-tracking 
infrastructure and for data communication. Since indoor walls 
play an important role in determining the boundaries of the 
situative spaces, all indoor walls were embedded with a layer 
of aluminum foil to dampen the signal strength measures of 
SEOs behind the walls. The situative space tracking system 
does not provide absolute proximity measures between a 
human agent and a set of SEOs, but instead finds the most 
probable situative space for the individual SEOs. To calculate 
absolute proximity measures, additional information about 

Bathroom Mirror (Physical Object)

Day Schedule and 
Activity Reminder 
(Virtual Objects)

LCD Display (Mediator)
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indoor walls, signal propagation characteristics, etc. are 
required, while our application does not require absolute 
proximity measures. Fig. 3 shows the architecture for the 
situative space tracking system comprising five components. A 
feed-forward model is used for simplicity. Received Signal 
Strength Indicator, Situative Space Filter and Multimodal 
Mixer are components implemented in the individual SEOs. 
Situative Space Aggregator and Situative Space Stabilizer are 
part of the personal server. Low-level calculations by the SEOs 
reduce the wireless bandwidth requirements in exchanging data 
with the personal server within a star network topology. SEOs 
already possess computational power to, for instance display 
virtual visual and audio objects, it justifies the system design 
where low-level calculations are handled by the SEOs.  

A. Received Signal Strength Indicator 
Detecting proximity based on received signal-strength 

indicator (RSSI) is highly sensitive to scattering, reflection, 
signal attenuation and measurement noise [2]. Moreover, RSSI 
values fluctuate over time and the stability of signal-strength 
measures varies among different SEOs. Signal patterns of the 
different SEOs were collected during an initial pilot study 
(refer to section IV.A). This study was useful in establishing 
simple statistical techniques to discard measures that are 
inappropriate and inconsistent over time. Information about 
factors that influence signal propagation within smart 
environments like indoor walls, influence of other objects, etc. 
are ignored since the system is intended for tracking the 
objects’ semantic location and not their physical location. 
SEO{1, 2, 3 …n}  represents the set of SEOs within a smart 
environment. The SEOs measure signal strengths at 5 Hz, and 
apply appropriate statistical methods to remove inconsistent 
signals before sending the average RSSI measure to the 
situative space filter every 2 seconds.  

B. Situative Space Filter 
SEO1 for instance, might be perceived by a human agent 

through multiple modalities, introducing a need to filter the 
physical object (and co-located physical objects), virtual 
object(s) and mediator(s) making up the SEO1 across multiple 
modalities. Depending upon the modality, other characteristics 
of the object affect its position within the situative spaces. One 
such characteristic is the object size along the visual modality. 
Bigger objects could be perceived from a distance compared to 
smaller objects. Physical objects do not vary their size (if we 
ignore exceptional cases) with ease, in contrast to virtual 
objects. Virtual object characteristics like object loudness or 
object size could be varied dynamically and the cost involved 
in such changes are often negligible. This makes it difficult for 
the situative space tracker to position the virtual objects within 
the situative spaces. At present, we have experimented with 
virtual objects that do not change their characteristics 
dynamically, however future versions should handle such 
dynamic changes.  

Refer to Fig. 3. The situative space filter SSF1 considers the 
RSSI1 value across the visual, audio and touch domains 
separately. Within the individual domains, the RSSI1 value is 
first fed through a Physical Object Discriminator to position 
the physical object (and co-located physical objects) within the 

situative spaces. Thresholds like VPS (Visual Perception 
Space), VRS (Visual Recognizable Set), VES (Visual 
Examinable Set), APS (Audio Perception Space), ARS (Audio 
Recognizable Set), AES (Audio Examinable Set), and TAS 
(Touch Action Space) are used. The RSSI1 value is then fed 
through a Virtual Object Discriminator to position the virtual 
object(s) within the situative spaces. This is done in two steps 
where the mediator(s) within the SEO1 is first positioned 
within the situative spaces based on thresholds like MVPS 
(Mediated Visual Perception Space), MVRS (Mediated Visual 
Recognizable Set), MVES (Mediated Visual Examinable Set), 
MAPS (Mediated Audio Perception Space), MARS (Mediated 
Audio Recognizable Set), MAES (Mediated Audio Examinable 
Set) and MTAS (Mediated Touch Action Space). Then the 
virtual objects characteristics like object size (for visual virtual 
objects), object loudness (for audio virtual objects), etc. are 
mapped to the mediators’ positions to finally position the 
virtual objects within the situative spaces. In the future, 
additional contextual information like background light, 
background noise, etc. could be used to further filter objects 
within the situative spaces. The situative space filter SSF1 
outputs the following vectors psV, rsV, esV, psa, rsa, esa, and 
ast that contain information about the position of the physical 
objects, virtual objects and mediators contained by SEO1. 

C. Multimodal Mixer 
The Multimodal Mixer fuses the objects spread across 

different modalities within individual situative spaces. Such a 
fusion is motivated by a human agent’s ability to perceive or 
act upon an object through multiple modalities. Physical 
objects to some extent are easier to handle computationally 
compared to virtual objects that might possess multiple 
manifestations. It is important for the multimodal mixer to 
effectively complement the natural characteristics of 
individual objects (i.e. some objects are characterized by their 
manifestation modality like an alarm clock with audio 
modality or a wall clock with visual modality) and at the same 
time use redundancies as a way of improving the robustness 
(i.e. eliminate noise and sensing errors).  Issues of correlation 
between modalities that enhances or affects the perception and 
action possibilities of individual objects should be considered 
by the multimodal mixer. For instance, an object that is both 
visually and aurally perceivable could be given higher 
probability of being in the fused perception space compared to 
an object that is only aurally perceivable. Welch & Warren [3] 
propose the hypothesis that processes involving multiple 
modalities follow modality appropriateness, where visual 
modality dominates over audio modality or touch modality for 
spatial tasks, while audio modality dominates for temporal 
tasks. Multimodal Mixer MM1 for instance fuses Vector psV 
and psa to obtain Vector PS1 that represents the set of physical 
objects, virtual objects, and mediators within the perception 
space.   

D. Situative Space Aggregator 
The Situative Space Aggregator is responsible for gathering 

situative space information from different SEOs that are in the 
close proximity to a human agent. Vectors PS1 to PSn for 
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Figure 4. A living-laboratory smart home environment populated with SEOs.

instance are aggregated to Vector PS representing the global 
Perception Space. During the aggregation process, relationship 
among objects (both physical and virtual) could be used to 
improve accuracy and to compensate for the lack of mediators 
in some physical objects. Co-location of objects could be 
considered along both spatial and temporal domains. Magic 
Touch [5] is an object location tracking system based on RFID 
and ultrasound technologies where the concept of containment 
is used to co-locate objects within a container with the 
container itself. For instance, if papers are within a folder and 
the folder is tracked in a new location, then the papers are also 
assumed to be in the new location. The co-location relationship 
among objects was hard-coded during the initial pilot study. 
This approach suffers from obsolete relationship problems in a 
dynamic environment where the objects are not stationary, but 
removes the need for embedding technology within simple 
physical objects, especially if they are stationary.    

E. Situative Space Stabilizer 
Human agents are often mobile or perform body 

movements that change their orientation towards objects 
within smart environments. This creates scenarios where 
objects enter and leave the situative spaces dynamically and 
sometimes even too fast for a human agent to perceive or act 
upon them.  Human agents do visual stabilization of the 
objects that enter and leave their visual perception space. 
Their visual system makes use of the fact that physical objects 
do not flicker in and out within physical environments. Hence, 
the role of the situative space stabilizer is to stabilize the 
objects within the situative spaces by checking their presence 
or absence over a period of time. Our hypothesis is that such 
an approach ensures that an object for instance, within the 
perception space is actually perceivable by a human agent. 
The stabilizer also removes noise due to signal fluctuations 
that are common in such environments, thereby making sure 
that only stable objects are positioned within the individual 
situative spaces. The situative space stabilizer introduces time 
domain to the situative space model. The stabilization time is 
to some extent dependent on the application, and also the 
objects involved. For instance, a virtual video object might 
impose larger stabilization time compared to a simple image 
object. Vector SPS for instance, represents information content 
within the perception space that is stabilized over a period S.   

IV. EVALUATIONS AND CONCLUSION 
A living-laboratory smart home environment [7] populated 

with 9 SEOs representing a set of physical objects (and co-
located physical objects), mediators and virtual objects was 
used for evaluating the situative space tracking system. The 
distance between the 2 farthest SEOs was 8.5m (approx.) and 
the 2 closest SEOs was 0.9m (approx.). The smart home 
environment is intended for single inhabitants. Refer to Fig. 4. 
Multi-agent environments pose additional challenges like 
situative space sharing, resolving conflicts, etc. which are not 
addressed in this paper. The two subjects that took part in the 
experiments provided the ground truth by calling out loud, 
while hand-written notes were made by an observer. To 
understand the system decisions, time-stamped log files were 
obtained from the individual SEOs and the personal server. The 
subjects had some experience of using computers. They were 
given a brief introduction to our work, and the concepts of 
SEOs, perception, action, etc. were described. Windows Media 
Player 9.0 was used as the virtual environment containing a 
variety of virtual objects like text objects, audio objects, video 
objects, image objects, etc. that are distributed across multiple 
modalities. The experimentation took place in two phases. 
During the first phase, the situative space thresholds were 
established, while during the second phase the situative space 
tracking accuracy was established.   

A. Coverage of the Situative Space Tracking System 

The Transmission-Reception (Tx-Rx) range is important to 
make sure that the proposed tracking system has 100% 
coverage within the smart home environment. During an initial 
pilot study, WRT54GL access point’s default transmission 
power of 42 mW was established appropriate considering a Tx-
Rx range of 72 meters (with -65 dB signal strength as a 
threshold to maintain network quality) in the smart home 
backyard (outdoor environment). However, such an evaluation 
is of lesser importance compared to their performance indoor. 
A Tx-Rx range of 48.27 meters was obtained as an average 
(among 10 readings) with a single indoor wall obstruction 
within the 54 m2 smart home environment, while the network 
still showed acceptable quality for multiple indoor wall 
obstructions.  

B. Signal-Strength-based Thresholds for the Situative Spaces 
 The subjects positioned themselves in 32 different 

locations in the smart home environment. They spent 6-8 
minutes at each location, constantly changing their proximity 
and orientation with reference to the surrounding SEOs. Every 
5-10 seconds, the subjects told the experimenters in what set 
or space specific physical objects or mediators were present, 
according to their own perception and action possibilities. This 
information was used to define the signal strength thresholds 
(refer to Fig. 5) at the border of the spaces and sets by 
identifying the time-stamped values recorded in log files 
generated by the WLAN adapters in the corresponding 
situations. Even though this study was a preliminary one, it 
was useful to calculate the situative space thresholds as a first 
step in the exploration process. The variation between the 
subjects was not considered in calculating personalized 
thresholds (simple threshold average of the two subjects was 
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Table 1. Precision and recall values of the situative space tracking system.  

used), but would be useful to consider in personalizing the 
situative space model (and indirectly the smart environment) 
to individuals in the future.   
 

C. Precision and Recall Values 
The situative space tracking system was tuned to the 

situative space thresholds in Fig. 5. The same subjects 
performed everyday activities in the smart home environment, 
reporting objects perceived as being inside the spaces and sets 
every 10-20 seconds. Using that information as ground truth, 
and by comparing it to the log files generated, the system’s 
accuracy was obtained as shown in Table 1. The subjects 
preferred to provide the ground truth while being stationary 
compared to while being mobile. Since the intensity of 
interaction between a human agent and their environment is 
low while being mobile, the influence of the absence of proper 
ground truth in such situations could be considered negligible. 
The everyday activities resulted in constant changes within the 
situative spaces [9]. Even though the study is limited in the 
number of subjects and the duration spent by each subject 
which was about 60 minutes each, the results encourage 
further research in this direction. The system performs well in 
determining perception space (precision of 99.80%) and 
recognizable set (precision of 99.78%) in the visual domain. 
System performance in the audio domain is worse (precision 
of 63.62%) due to background noise and the fact that subjects 
were not confident enough in distinguishing audio information 
within the situative spaces. For the action space, the precision 
reached 100% but a recall value of 55.03% meaning that the 
system was unable to make a decision 44.97% of the time, 
which is unacceptably high and needs to be reduced in the 
future.   

Thus our attempt to validate a theoretically-grounded SSM 
in practice using WLAN signal-strength-based tracking is 
presented.  
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